Pentire Devon Covid19 Update
It is important to us that you have a great holiday experience at Pentire, and for that
to happen we are taking extra steps to help ensure your safety as our guests.
Cleanliness has always been to a high standard at Pentire; I do not believe we have
had a review where guests have not commented how clean the house is. However,
that is what can be seen, and we have and will continue to endeavour to keep what
you can’t see meticulous too. Touch points have been identified and extra cleaning
of these areas will take place, we have sanitiser spray suitable for fabrics and our
housekeepers have PPE appropriate to the work they do. All outside touch points
(gate handles, door locks, keys, etc) will also be cleaned for your arrival and you will
find an automatic hand sanitiser in the front porch. Please ensure all guests use this
on arrival, before opening the key safe and entering the house. Hand sanitiser should
be used every time you return to the house, before entering.
Bins will be put out for collection by the housekeepers (again to reduce the risk of
infection to you).
Sadly, to reduce the risk for all our guests we have removed books, games and most
of the children’s toys. DVDs will remain but please leave watched DVDs in their
cases by the TV so the housekeepers know to clean them for the next guests. A
welcome pack of local produce will still be provided, together with an initial supply of
tea, instant coffee and sugar. Kitchen supplies such as salt and pepper, coffee pods,
foil and cling film have been removed.
To avoid possible contamination and to reduce unnecessary laundry (all items put out
will have to be laundered for the next guests), there will be a set quantity of towels
supplied throughout the house. If you need extra, these can be provided by
contacting the house keepers. Similarly, only the beds required for sleeping in will be
made up.

